Your elections in safe hands
idox elections
an idox solution

Reflecting on what was another demanding year for electoral
teams across the country, we’ve been able to offer innovative
technology that provides the strength, stability and support to
truly take the pressure off customers when they’ve needed it
most.
We’ve developed solid solutions that busy teams can adapt
to suit their own requirements, and continue to advance
our systems so they remain robust and relevant in an everchanging electoral world.
We have the scope, scale and services to ensure your
elections are always in safe hands…

52% of UK’s area covered by our EMS solution

Our powerful EMS is already helping hundreds of electoral
administrators deliver savings through smarter, more efficient working. We
have more than 20 million electors registered, supporting a comprehensive and
effective election management process.

3,600,000

ballot papers contracted to be printed and
dispatched at the next nationwide election

Our team provides a premium service that manages the complexities of the
entire print process. With extensive experience, our offering complies with all
electoral legislation, is approved by Royal Mail, and is delivered to suit individual
requirements.

1,024,441

households emailed using our innovative
eCanvass – equivalent to 313 trees worth of
HEFs

Our technology has the capacity to support local authorities of all sizes, with
a dedicated team on hand 24/7 to offer a consultative, first-class service for
streamlined elections delivery.

1.9 million

votes electronically counted in Scotland in
May 2017

With over 100 eCounts now conducted, our service is proven to scan ballots in
hours and provide calculations in minutes, reducing the count time significantly
while offering full transparency and accuracy from start to finish.

36.2%

of HEFs led to an electronic response in 2018,
representing 227,000 hours’ worth of work saved

Efficient, timely and accurate, our technology removes the manual processes
involved in day-to-day electoral tasks, freeing time and enabling electoral teams to
focus on the elections day itself.

75,000+

polling station staff trained since 2012

We’ve equipped thousands of local authorities with highquality, convenient training in a way that engages polling station staff and fits
around individual schedules.

With more than 25 years’ experience, let us be the support that
facilitates fair, transparent democracy for your electorate.

Want to find out more?
Contact us today...

https://elections.idoxgroup.com
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elections.sales@idoxgroup.com
@IdoxElections

